
Reveals the proprietary framework used by an exclusive community of top money managers and value investors in their never-ending quest for untapped investment ideas. Considered an indispensable source of cutting-edge research and ideas among the world's top investment firms and money managers, the journal The Manual of Ideas boasts a subscribers list that reads like a Who's Who of high finance. Written by that publication's managing editor and inspired by its mission to serve as an "idea funnel" for the world's top money managers, this book introduces you to a proven, proprietary framework for finding, researching, analyzing, and implementing the best value investing opportunities. The next best thing to taking a peek under the hoods of some of the most prodigious brains in the business, it gives you uniquely direct access to the thought processes and investment strategies of such super value investors as Warren Buffett, Seth Klarman, Glenn Greenberg, Guy Spier and Joel Greenblatt. Written by the team behind one of the most read and talked-about sources of research and value investing ideas, Reviews more than twenty pre-qualified investment ideas, and provides an original ranking methodology to help you zero-in on the three to five most compelling investments. Delivers a finely-tuned, proprietary investment framework, previously available only to an elite group of TMI subscribers. Step-by-step, it walks you through a proven, rigorous approach to finding, researching, analyzing, and implementing worthy ideas.


Investments Principles of Portfolio and Equity Analysis, Michael G. McMillan, CFA, Jerald E. Pinto, Wendy Pirie, CFA, Gerhard Van de Venter, CFA, Jan 11, 2011, Business & Economics, 720 pages. A comprehensive guide to investment analysis and portfolio management by an expert team from the CFA Institute. In a world of specialization, no other profession likely requires ....

Fair Value Measurement Practical Guidance and Implementation, Mark L. Zyla, Oct 23, 2012, Business & Economics, 592 pages. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT Practical Guidance and Implementation. "Writing Fair Value Measurement was a monumental task fraught with controversy not only in the U.S., but also ....

More Great Ideas A Day 365 more business ideas for each day of the year, , Aug 1, 2013, Business & Economics, 624 pages. Are you looking for a great idea or some inspiration to make your business more effective and cutting edge? Do you need to motivate and inspire your employees, shareholders or ....

50 Psychological Experiments for Investors, MickD“Ã¼el Mangot, Nov 26, 2012, Business & Economics, 280 pages. Great book! MickD“Ã¼el has done a great job of explaining the insights from over 50 groundbreaking psychological experiments. You will learn how to avoid many of the psychological ....

Stock Investing for Dummies, Paul Mladjenovic, Apr 12, 2006, , 350 pages. Stock Investing For Dummies,
second edition includes updated information on handling the new economic landscape, delves into unique investment segments, and includes updated ....

Investing in Emerging Growth Stocks Making Money with Tomorrow's Blue Chips, James W. Broadfoot, Mar 20, 1989, Business & Economics, 240 pages. How to spot emerging growth stocks—and make money by investing in small, fast-growing companies. Gives down-to-earth guidance on how to pick stocks that will outperform the ....

The Flexible Investing Playbook Asset Allocation Strategies for Long-Term Success, Robert Isbitts, Jun 22, 2010, Business & Economics, 208 pages. How to make sensible investment decisions during these turbulent times 2008 changed everything. Now, more than ever, investors need to be proactive in planning for their ....

Portable Alpha Theory and Practice What Investors Really Need to Know, Sabrina Callin, Mar 31, 2008, Business & Economics, 352 pages. As an original innovator of the portable alpha concept, PIMCO has been managing an increasing number of different portable alpha strategies for investors since 1986. And now ....


The Small-Cap Advantage How Top Endowments and Foundations Turn Small Stocks into Big Returns, Brian Bares, Jan 19, 2011, Business & Economics, 256 pages. A world-renowned money manager shares winning strategies for small-stock investing Since forming Bares Capital Management, Inc. in 2000, Brian Bares has shown that above ....


Successful Investing Is a Process Structuring Efficient Portfolios for Outperformance, Jacques Lussier, Jan 28, 2013, Business & Economics, 384 pages. A process-driven approach to investment management that lets you achieve the same high gains as the most successful portfolio managers, but at half the cost What do you pay for ....

Positive Alpha Generation Designing Sound Investment Processes, Claude Diderich, Feb 18, 2009, Business & Economics, 364 pages. Diderich describes tools and techniques, which can be used to develop quantitative models for actively managing investment products, and focuses on how theoretical models can ....

ValuFocus Investing A Cash-Loving Contrarian Way to Invest in Stocks, Rawley Thomas, William Mahoney, Nov 26, 2012, Business & Economics, 384 pages. A must-read book for investors who prefer to pick stocks based on cash flow facts, not on media hype and fiction How to Pick a Stock is written for the contrarian investor who ....

Fixed Income Strategy A Practitioner's Guide to Riding the Curve, Tamara Mast Henderson, Apr 21, 2004, Business & Economics, 222 pages. Market players put their jobs on the line with every position they take. Any fixed income investor in the circumstance of being granted one wish would probably want to know ....


McMinn's color atlas of human anatomy , Peter H. Abrahams, R. T. Hutchings, S. C. Marks, Robert Matthew Hay McMinn, 1998, Computers, 352 pages. This full-color anatomy atlas presents life-like, crystal-clear photographs of dissections of all areas of the human body. A unique number overlay labeling system helps ....

Briggs is a major event. This one, full of the richness of a child's imagination, is a very touching story about a young boy and his grandfather...

World Economic Outlook Rebalancing Growth, April 2010, International Monetary Fund Staff, Apr 21, 2010, Business & Economics, 385 pages. The global economic recovery is progressing better than expected, but the speed of recovery varies, as outlined in the April 2010 World Economic Outlook. Some countries...


From Copper to Gold The Life of Dorothy Baker, Dorothy Freeman, Jan 1, 1984, Religion, 320 pages. 


Hush Little Polar Bear, Nov 12, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 36 pages. A little girl invites her plush polar bear to dream of all of the places where sleeping bears go, from the high seas to a starry desert and back home.

e-Study Guide for: Key Concepts in Geography by Gill Valentine, ISBN 9781412930222, Cram101 Textbook Reviews, Jan 1, 2013, Education, 34 pages. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests...

Planet of Slums, Mike Davis, 2006, Political Science, 228 pages. An exploration of modern-world urbanization cites a concerning rise in slum life that currently accounts for nearly one-fifth of the world's population, arguing that urban...

The Sunset Patriots, Charles D. Taylor, 1989, Fiction, 450 pages. Uneasy about the Soviet invitation for the United States Seventh Fleet to visit Vladivostock, Admiral Magnuson decides to investigate on its own Whack and Ruin: A Novel, Don Lee, Apr 20, 2009, Fiction, 336 pages. Having fled his New York City life as a renowned sculptor to become a farmer in a small California town, Lyndon Song finds his bucolic existence turned upside-down by a scheme...


Be Different Or Be Dead Your Business Survival Guide, Roy Osing, Apr 1, 2009, Business & Economics, 358 pages. A successful business executive, entrepreneur, workshop facilitator and consultant, Roy Osing gives you the real deal: performance enhancement and survival ideas based on solid...

Experiential learning experience as the source of learning and development, David A. Kolb, 1984, Business & Economics, 256 pages. Drawing from the intellectual origins of experiential learning in the works of John Dewey, Kurt Lewin, and Jean Piaget, this comprehensive and systematic book describes the...


The basic essentials of kayaking whitewater, Bill Kallner, Donna Jackson, 1990, Sports & Recreation, 72 pages. Make it easy to get started in the exciting and demanding sport of kayaking. Introduce yourself, your family and your friends to a sport that allows you to test your full...

The Everyday World as Problematic A Feminist Sociology, Dorothy E. Smith, 1987, Literary Criticism, 244 pages. In this collection of essays, sociologist Dorothy E. Smith develops a method for analyzing how women (and men) view contemporary society from specific gendered points of view...

Scholarship reconsidered priorities of the professoriate, Ernest L. Boyer, Nov 28, 1997, Education, 147 pages. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching Ernest L. Boyer's Scholarship Reconsidered offers a new paradigm that recognizes the full range of scholarly activity by...

Social Movements An Introduction, Donatella Della Porta, Mario Diani, Feb 9, 2009, Social Science, 360 pages. Social Movements is a comprehensive introduction and critical analysis of collective action in society today. In this new edition, the authors have updated all chapters with...

Confident children a parents' guide to helping children feel good about themselves, Gael Lindenfield, Sep 1, 1994, Family & Relationships, 197 pages.

Real-Time Strategic Change How to Involve an Entire Organization in Fast and Far-Reaching Change, Robert H. Jacobs, Aug 11, 1997, Business & Economics, 360 pages. Real time strategic change is a way of redesigning how organizations change-a mindset and accompanying methodology- that ensures that DĐ蛭nž Change occurs at a fast pace and in real...

Accounting, a Multiparadigmatic Science, Ahmed Riahi-Belkaoui, Jan 1, 1996, Business & Economics, 189 pages. A unique exploration of accounting as a full fledged social science and of the various paradigms within it that are competing for ascendancy.

Black Like Us A Century of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual African American Fiction, Devon W. Carbado, Dwight A. McBride, Donald Weise, 2002, Fiction, 555 pages. Chronicles one hundred years of African-American homosexual literature, from the turn-of-the-century writings of Alice Dunbar Nelson, to the
Harlem Renaissance of Langston ... 
Pass Ccrn(r), Robin Donohoe Dennison, Dec 6, 2012, , 928 pages. Fully updated to mirror the latest CCRN-Adult test plan, PASS CCRN(r)!, 4th Edition is well known for its innovative learning strategies, targeted-yet-comprehensive coverage ... 
Growing Up NASCAR Racing's Most Outrageous Promoter Tells All, Humpy Wheeler, Peter Golenbock, Mar 15, 2010, Biography & Autobiography, 304 pages. In 1949, when Humpy Wheeler was 11, he attended the very first NASCAR race. For the next ten years, he spent as much time in the pits as he could, and came to know many of the ... 
Flyaway Katie, Polly Dunbar, Jun 3, 2004, Juvenile Fiction, 40 pages. On a gray, gray day, strange and wonderful things happen when a young girl named Katie lets her creativity fly, and she finds that adding colors to her life brightens up her day. 
Little Angels' Alphabet of Love, Jan 1, 2003, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Little angels illustrate the meaning of love using each letter of the alphabet. 
The Dictionary of Human Geography, Derek Gregory, Ron Johnston, Geraldine Pratt, Michael Watts, Sarah Whatmore, Sep 23, 2011, Social Science, 1072 pages. With clear, critical, and constructive surveys of key terms by leading researchers in the field, The Dictionary of Human Geography, fifth edition, remains the definitive guide ... 
Merchandise buying and management, John Donnellan, Apr 1, 1996, Business & Economics, 473 pages. The second edition of this comprehensive text has been updated to contain the most current information on merchandising and retailing. New to This Edition: -- New visuals ... 
Caritas in Veritate Encyclical Letter on Integral Human Development in Charity and Truth, Pope Benedict XVI, 2009, Christianity and justice, 157 pages. This resource will be very useful for senior secondary students, youth groups and parish groups wishing to reflect further on the addresses and homilies given by Pope Benedict ... 
Probabilistic Analysis of Earthquake Losses in the Boston Area, Jill Thompson, 2008, , 138 pages. This thesis is a probabilistic seismic analysis that explores the questions about earthquakes in the Boston area that are most important to emergency management professionals ... 
Fundamentals of Accounting With Questions, Problems and Practice Sets, Perry Mason, 1942, Accounting, 494 pages. 
National Branding, Jurica Kis, Nov 24, 2008, Business & Economics, 21 pages. The globalization, describing the process of the increasing linkage between countries due to modernization, is the formative phenomena at the present. Whereas for the consumer ... 
Berry and Co., Dornford Yates, Jan 1, 2001, Fiction, 308 pages. This collection of short stories featuring 'Berry' Pleydell and his chaotic entourage established Dornford Yates' reputation as one of the best comic writers in a generation ... 
The Night of the Mary Kay Commandos, Berke Breathed, 1989, Humor, 83 pages. The oddball denizens of Bloom County smell trouble when armed cosmeticians invade their home, in a collection of the best cartoons from the past year, complete with a sample of ... 
The Dinner Party From Creation to Preservation, Judy Chicago, 2007, Art, 308 pages. Describes and illustrates a multimedia exhibit that celebrates the achievements of more than one thousand women in Western culture, discussing the exhibit's origin and ... 
Pharmacology, Doping and Sports A Scientific Guide for Athletes, Coaches, Physicians, Scientists and Administrators, Jean L. Fourcroy, Oct 27, 2008, Medical, 240 pages. The work of dope testers is constantly being obstructed by the development of ever harder-to-trace new forms of banned substances. Organisations such as the World Anti-Doping ... 
Free Will, Graham McFee, 2000, Philosophy, 184 pages. Free Will explores the determinist rejection of free will through detailed exposition of the central determinist argument and consideration of responses to each of its premises ... 
Aviation security hearing before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, One Hundred First Congress, first session, special hearing, United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on Transportation and Related Agencies, 1989, Political Science, 126 pages. 
Mistress -- Free Preview -- The First 15 Chapters, James Patterson, David Ellis, Jun 10, 2013, Fiction, 59
pages. James Patterson's scariest, sexiest stand-alone thriller since The Quickie. Ben isn't like most people. Unable to control his racing thoughts, he's a man consumed by his ...


Financial Reporting Handbook 2010 Incorporating All the Standards as at 1 December 2009, Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia Staff, 2009, Accounting, 1976 pages. Financial Reporting 2010 comprises the new AASB Australian Accounting Standards and other relevant Australian GAAP applicable as at 1 January 2010, as well as relevant ethical ...


How to Promote Children’s Social and Emotional Competence, Carolyn Webster-Stratton, 1999, Education, 319 pages. This book shows how teachers can collaborate with parents in addressing children's educational and emotional needs, and presents a variety of classroom management strategies.

Time's Up How to Escape Abusive and Stalking Relationships Guide, Susan Murphy-Milano, 2010, Family & Relationships, 224 pages. Today there are more than five million women and their children are living in a violent relationship, and this number is increasing as new technology from tracking devices on ...


London Underground Are the Public Private Partnerships Likely to Work Successfully?, Great Britain. National Audit Office, 2004, Subways, 73 pages. This report examines whether the PPP deals for running of the London Underground infrastructure are likely to be successful. The assessment was based around three questions ...